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Relating to the duties of the employee benefits programs committee  
 

Minutes:                                                 Attachments 1, 2, 3, 4 

 
Chairman Kasper opened the hearing on HB 1499. 
 
Rep. Matt Ruby appeared in support of HB 1499.  Attachment 1 (:08-1:11) 
 
Rep. Schauer:  Give us an idea how this is not streamlined government? 
 
Rep. M. Ruby:  He gave an example.  I was put on the employee benefits to replace a 
member that didn’t run for reelection, and we held a meeting to review any bill the chairman 
felt might affect employee benefits.  We heard the report and held another meeting to give a 
recommendation.  We kicked out over 10 bills in about an hour, so we do not get a really in 
depth feel for it.  Those same reports could have come to a standing committee and bypassed 
the whole process. 
 
Rep. Rohr:  It is more than the fiscal note that you are addressing when it goes to this 
separate committee?  
 
Rep. M. Ruby:  We do get an overview of the bill, and they do discuss the fiscal note, but it 
is not a really in depth look at it. 
 
Rep. Rohr:  No criteria is used when looking at each of those bills? 
 
Rep. M. Ruby:  We as a committee usually know through the representative from PERS.  
They give us a feel if it affects the benefits or not.     
 
Rep. P. Anderson:  Did any of those 10 bills you went over in an hour have an actuarial 
report attached to them? 
 
Rep. M. Ruby:  Yes, I believe they all have to.  My point this could all be presented to you 
rather than that committee. 
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Rep. P. Anderson:  Actuarial reports take some time, so that is probably why we have the 
employee benefits committee that looks at them during the interim to make sure we have the 
actuarial report attached before given to the standing committee.  How would you do that? 
 
Rep. M. Ruby:  What I referenced were bills after.  They weren’t discussed as thoroughly 
throughout the interim.  They were ideas that got thrown in.  There are still some that are 
going to come from the interim that we are going to look at, but not all of them are. 
 
Vice Chair Steiner:  Isn’t it true that legislators are encouraged to have all their legislation 
in by a deadline, the preceding months before the session, so that committee can officially 
take jurisdiction so that the actuary can make a determination, and after that committee 
receives the recommendation from the PERS staff, there is a filter where the group says this 
plan is not going to work?  The plan is only going to be 80% funded, so they are underwater.  
When you do an actuary on it, it shows it is either getting a little bit better or getting a little bit 
worse.  What happens if the chairman says he is not going to take jurisdiction?   
 
Rep. M. Ruby:  I am not 100% sure. 
 
Opposition 
 
Fay Kopp, Chief Retirement Officer, ND Teachers’ Fund for Retirement, appeared in 
opposition.  Attachment 2.  (7:40-9:48) 
 
Vice Chair Steiner:  Should we make a mistake or the market crashes, we owe this plan the 
money and can’t get out of it.  I don’t understand the filter, because we are responsible for 
any mistake we make. 
 
Fay Kopp:  I agree with you that the state is responsible for the benefits that are payable 
from the retirement system.  With that in mind we believe that it is important for you as 
legislators to have all the information at an earlier junction to help you in making decisions at 
the front stage.  The April 1 deadline for submitting bills gave the actuaries time to review this 
and gave the public an opportunity to weigh in.  I think more study is certainly done when the 
bills are presented by that deadline or earlier.  It may appear somewhat duplicative, but at 
the end of the day, the important part of it is that you are getting the information you need to 
make good decisions. 
 
Rep. P. Anderson:  Do you have any concerns if we did something as a legislature?     
 
Fay Kopp:  Certainly IRS compliance is a significant issue that we would be concerned 
about.  Actuaries review it to ensure that there are no violations of IRS.  It helps us to make 
sure that legislation does follow IRS qualification requirements, because if it does not, we 
could lose that tax qualified status.    
 
Chairman Kasper:  How would we fall out of IRS compliance? 
 
Fay Kopp:  Let’s use a retiree reemployment bill for example, and this bill says there is no 
waiting period required before an employee return to covered employment.  The IRS says 
that would not be a valid retirement, and we could lose our qualified status as a result of not 
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being in compliance with that particular provision.  More often it comes into pace with 
compensation limits, benefit limits, and rollover provisions.  
 
Chairman Kasper:  I would assume if a bill had any of the issues you just talked about 
whether it went to the employee benefits committee first or a standing committee, you would 
be there to testify to set the record straight and discuss the concerns in the bill? 
 
Fay Kopp:  We would do as much as we could within whatever time frames are available.  
There is more time to work with that bill sponsor when studied during an interim. 
 
Chairman Kasper:  If the employee benefits committee gives a negative report, what 
happens to the bill? 
 
Fay Kopp:  From the TFFR board’s perspective, once the employee benefits committee 
would give a negative recommendation, we would take that recommendation back to the 
TFFR board and that board would decide whether or not they were going to submit that 
legislation.   
 
Chairman Kasper:  If a legislator bill receives a negative report from the employee benefits 
committee, does it still come back to the standing committee, or is it dead on arrival? 
 
Fay Kopp:  I believe it is up to that bill sponsor how they wish to handle it.  
 
Chairman Kasper:  The review of this bill said unfavorable, and we still have the bill before 
us? 
 
Fay Kopp:  Correct. 
 
Chairman Kasper:  It didn’t stop that? 
 
Fay Kopp:  Correct.     
 
Vice Chair Steiner:  Could you get us a list of your board members. 
 
Fay Kopp:  Attachment 3 was provided later.  She briefly mentioned the names of the board 
members.  (16:00-16:42)   
 
Scott Miller, Executive Director of the ND Public Employees Retirement System, 
appeared in opposition.  Attachment 4.  (17:00-21:29) 
 
Rep. Rohr:  Do you know the history of this committee? 
 
Mr. Miller:  Fay knows that. 
 
Rep. Schauer:   How much vetting is that when you look at 10 bills in an hour? 
 
Mr. Miller:  It is helpful when we have the interim to look at them.  The 10 bills we looked at 
the other day were bills that popped up at the beginning of the session, but what we were 
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able to accomplish in between the time they were introduced and that meeting were to have 
our health insurance actuary and our pension actuary look at every one of those bills and let 
us know where the problems might lie. 
 
Chairman Kasper:  How long does it generally take if you need an actuarial study or opinion? 
 
Mr. Miller:  It really depends on the complexity of the project.  Closing the DB plan and 
implementing the DC plan was a large project. 
 
Chairman Kasper:  How long did it take to get it back to you on that particular one? 
 
Mr.  Miller:  About 10 days to 2 weeks. 
 
Chairman Kasper:  Is a month a reasonable time to get an actuarial report back? 
 
Mr. Miller:  I would think a month on just about any topic would be enough. 
 
Chairman Kasper:  If this bill were amended to put a date certain that any legislator who 
wished to introduce a bill that would impact the areas you are concerned about, and then 
that bill would go through legislative management and given to the various departments 
where it would impact to request an actuarial study, would that not solve the issue you are 
concerned about?   
 
Mr. Miller:  That would solve the timing issue.   
 
Chairman Kasper closed the hearing. 
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Chairman Kasper opened the meeting on HB 1499.  
 
Rep. Laning:  Rep. Matt Ruby was correct in that the elimination of that committee would 
probably speed things along, but there are billions of dollars and a lot of people involved in 
that.  There are things there that require a lot more time to study.  I feel the additional review 
time is worthwhile. 
 
Rep. P. Anderson:  I think it is in statue that before we can vote on them, we have to know 
the actuarial consequence of them.  
 
Rep. Schneider:  I served on this committee as well and remember some of the disputes 
between the senate part of it and leadership.  I agree with Rep. Laning’s statements about 
the importance of the committee and the thoughtful and labored work that gets done in there.  
I would support keeping it.    
 
Rep. Rohr:  She asked if the law clerk should look up that statue.   
 
Chairman Kasper:  Any bill that will impact the employee benefits either fiscally or materially 
has to go before the employee benefits committee.    
 
Rep. Rohr:  Who determines that? 
 
Chairman Kasper:  I think legislative council. 
 
Rep. Laning:  Legislative council will take a look at a lot of those bills and consider it.  They 
pass that bill into the employee benefits committee.  We review it, talk about it, and decide 
whether we want to assume jurisdiction or not.  If you assume jurisdiction, then you must 
either put on a for or against type thing.  If you don’t assume jurisdiction, it just goes the 
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regular route.  Any bill that the employee benefits committee reviews has to attach a letter 
indicating their decision.   
 
Rep. Louser:  I think the system works very well in the interim.  The frustration is when we 
get into session and pass a bill and realize that it had to go to that committee by rule.  I don’t 
see any way to walk this back.  We have to have this safeguard, because it is there for the 
right reasons.  I make a motion for a DO NOT PASS. 
 
Rep. Laning seconded the motion. 
 
A roll call vote was taken.  9-4, 1 absent. 
 
Rep. Laning will carry the bill. 
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